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Help your preschooler learn how to trace, copy and write key first words with this colorful, practical

and fun wipe-clean book. The sturdy board pages are full of great exercises and activities for your

child to complete, helping them to develop their letter and word formation skills. The special pen

included with the book allows all the exercises to be done over and over â€“ simply wipe away with a

cloth and try again!
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love these, for beginning learners get the wipe clean "WORKBOOKS." THe work books are bigger

pages and larger trace spaces. These are a lot smaller and hard for my kids to use properly, but I

know we will definitely be using them in the future. Also, ALL washable crayons work on them just

like the "dry erase" crayons. The crayons are better to use in the workbooks for beginners, as the

markers slide around a lot for the little ones. I have 2 year old twins and with the help of these books

they are able to write out their names and words already!

Got this for my 2 year old daughter (almost 3). The quality is fantastic--thick pages with sturdy

stickers (toddlers get very frustrated when the stickers easily tear). The activities are perfect for a 3

year onwards. Probably best suited for a 3-5 year old. The quality and colorful illustrations were so



impressive, I ended up purchasing a dozen more to give as gifts for her friends. I buy a lot of

coloring and activity books--from the $1 bin at Target to the high end toy stores. This is one of the

best. I also purchased the princess and truck activity books. I am starting to notice that anything

from Roger Priddy is typically high quality and a hit with my kids. Highly recommend!

Sence it don't tell u and reviews didn't help. Inside the book is the alphabet lower case letters, next

body parts, pets animals, farm, clothes,at home objects,outside in the city objects, on the go, colors,

shapes, numbers, food and my day objects at school and words. There is total 12 pages there

laminated books I do suggest use different dry erase markers however. Cuz this marker does leave

smudge marks n I'd say learning level should not be 4 3yr olds unless they can read. Otherwise

good book.

Perfect activity book for the 3-4 year old! Simple puzzles and stickers make spending time working

together a pleasure- the kids are proud to show off their completed work. This is my second order of

various activity books by the author.

I'm a big fan of this whole series of books. I am using them this summer while my daughter is home

so she doesn't forget all the writing she has learned. They clean really well, just make sure you don't

leave the writing on there too long or it will stain a little. I use other colors of dry erase markers

without any issues. I always wish there are more pages, but really it comes with a great amount for

the price. My daughter has been using this series since she was two, and she is nearly five. We still

have all of the books we've purchased, and they are all in great condition. We will use them for my

youngest when she is old enough.

I seriously would give this 10 stars if I would. This is such an awesome activity book! Finally, a

holiday themed book that has activities that are toddler appropriate, such as easy mazes, matching

games and creating sticker faces. I kept this book in my purse all through December for when we

were out and about and had to wait for things such as food or meeting someone. At first, I thought I

would have to guide my toddler (almost three at the time) on how to do the activities but he was able

to figure the majority of them out himself. (He does a lot of games similar on different apps and

workbooks) I can promise you will get your money's worth with this book. And I look forward to find

more like them!



My six year old is ... picky. He loves anything dry-erase, though, and this is the perfect way to get

him to practice his letters and writing words without fighting with him. Make sure you wipe the

marker off as soon as you're done, though, or it will get "stuck." I find that dry erase markers from

Staples don't have that issue, but the black one it comes with WILL stick if not cleaned off totally.

Very easy to follow and use. Its good the mareas are non-toxic and kid friendly. I got this as a gift for

all of my nephews/nieces You'll want to do it with your kids and explain to them the numbers so they

can get the most out of it. Great learning/teaching tool. My niece enjoyed it!
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